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About This Game

Elium - Prison Escape is a skill-based swordfighting action roguelite in a medieval setting.
Play in First and 3rd Person view with shooter-like controls, in a challengi 5d3b920ae0
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Great idea. the game is fun but it has a big problem about control even just simple move like forward backward it still hard.. DO
NOT BUY THIS YET - very glitchy lighting and textures makes the game very distracting.. Great game! If you like challenging
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games, youu2019ll definitely enjoy Elium. With a medieval setting, stealthy gameplay and real sword fighting simulation, this
game is totally worth playing. Use your wits, stealth skills and your best combat moves to escape from a brutal prison and free
other prisoners that will help you on your quest. The game has randomly generated levels and only saves your progress at the end
of each level, so keep an eye on your health meter! I really liked this game because itu2019s quite immersive, with great sound
and lightning effects; I could feel the adrenaline kicking in as I tried to make it out of each room alive. Although itu2019s not
flawless and some things like the general movement of the character could be improved, youu2019ll have a great overall
experience and a lot of fun killing the guards. I think that the fact that it was developed by just one guy makes it even more cool
and interesting, and definitely worth checking out.. DO NOT BUY THIS YET - very glitchy lighting and textures makes the
game very distracting.. Pro: Cool fighting style, First or 3rd person view, Lots of various equipment, realistic sound effects, and
real like body damage with each blow, and multiple play modes - tutorial, training mode, main campaign, Hoard Con: Very
limited save points. The game is based on more of a combat challenge mode not much of a storyline.. Quite challenging but
rewarding game. The premise is simple - escape from prison by killing (or sneaking around) guards. No unneccessary
embellishments just straightforward, solid gameplay. The combat takes a bit of getting used to (at start it felt quite clunky but
that was only because I moved my mouse FAR too much, once I realized I only need to do quick flicks it felt really smooth), but
once you do get used to it, it is a lot of fun. A big positive surprise for me was the stealth. While I usually dislike sneaky
gameplay and always take the brute force route when possible, I took every opportunity to backstab people here. The
combination of the challenging combat and the fact that every bit of health you lose stays lost until the end of the level made
every opponent a potentially lethal danger. Getting rid of some of them without having to fight felt incedibly rewarding. The
whole atmosphere of the game is well done and really draws you in. If you enjoy difficult but fair combat in a dark atmosphere
you should definitely give Elium a try.

Patch v1.04.02 : A new patch is available for Elium - Prison Escape. This patch is a hotfix that fixes a couple of bug regressions
in the tutorial that appeared due to changes in the previous patch.. Patch v1.04.04 : A new patch is available for Elium - Prison
Escape. This patch is a bugfix and maintenance update with a few optimizations.. Official website launched! : Today marks the
launch of the website of Elium - Prison Escape, the official source for all things related to the game.. Patch v1.04.06 : A new
patch is available for Elium - Prison Escape. This patch addresses some issues with the tutorial as well as other minor
improvements.. Patch v1.00.35 : A new patch is now available for Elium - Prison Escape. This update features some
improvements, performance optimizations, and a few bugfixes. Here's the full Changelog: Improvement: Added character
dismemberment at the elbow level Improvement: Reworked the rotation speed limit while attacking to feel more responsive
Optimization: Improved rendering performance of characters Optimization: Improved performance of shadows on Ultra setting
Optimization: Small performance optimization to Depth Of Field Bugfix: Fixed losing too much Stamina while in combat when
running into enemies Bugfix: Fixed shield block sometimes getting stuck in the block animation Bugfix: Fixed being able to loot
from a dismembered body part Bugfix: Fixed attacks not getting interrupted if disarmed Also a minor hotfix patch was
previously released on March 22nd, which was v1.00.26 Here's the changelog: Bugfix: Fixed Weapons becoming invisible after
level transition. Patch v1.02.26 : A new patch is now available for Elium - Prison Escape. This update addresses a number of
small issues that hinder the overall experience.. Elium Prison Escape: Out now! : Ready your sword, put up your shield, and
prepare to escape. Lone Artisan Games is proud to announce that Elium Prison Escape is now available on Steam! The game has
a retail price of $13.99 but there is a 10% discount running for this launch week so make sure to get it at the reduced price while
it lasts!. Patch v1.02.00 : A new patch is now available for Elium - Prison Escape. This update features a major revamp to
combat animations, with most animations either completely redone from motion captured sources or as improvements over the
previous ones, as well as improvements to the entire animation system. Additionally a number of smaller graphical
improvements, optimizations and bugfixes are included.. Patch v1.00.25 : A new patch is now available for Elium - Prison
Escape. This update addresses a few smaller issues that would hinder the experience. Here's the full changelog: Improvement:
Spawning of enemies in Horde now gets paused while Inventory/Loot is open Bugfix: Fixed Horde Close button being greyed
out when using an Unlockable Bugfix: Fixed Training Mode partner being able to die with InstaGib Unlockable enabled Bugfix:
Fixed Horde mode enemies looking broken Bugfix: Fixed Horde mode spawning 2 enemies at every wave after the 10th wave
(should be 2 only every 10 waves) Bugfix: Fixed hair being visible through the helm after loading a savegame Yesterday patch
v1.00.21 was released as well, which was a small hotfix.. Patch v1.00.01 - Hotfix : A small Hotfix patch is now available for
Elium - Prison Escape, which addresses a few issues that can hinder the gameplay experience Changes: Bugfix: Fixed FOV
resetting to 80 when looting Bugfix: Fixed an occurrence of mis-aligned stairs in a random hallway Bugfix: Fixed table keys not
able to be picked up Bugfix: Fixed looted lockpicks stacking into the wrong inventory item
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